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1. 
In [3] a construction was given, leading to a simple ring which coincides 
with its Jacobson radical. The object of the present note is to present a 
simplified (and slightly generalized) version of the proof of the basic lemma 
in [3]. This is done in Section 2, while Section 3 recalls the steps needed 
to complete the construction. 
2. 
B~src LEMMA. Let R be the ring of formal power series in two mmcom- 
muting indeterminates x and y over a Jield F. Denote by m the ideal of R 
generated by x - yx2y; then x 4 m. 
In [3] this lemma is proved for the case where F has two elements. The 
proof actually works for any finite field, while in the present proof the nature 
of the field is entirely immaterial. We begin with some lemmas. Throughout, 
R denotes the ring defined above, I is the set of nonunits of R (thus I is 
the set of elements of R with zero constant term) and E is the set of elements 
with constant term 1. Further, we write 
u=x-yx2y. (1) 
LEMMA 1. If 
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and b, is a unit, then there exist al’ E R, b,’ E E, bi’ E I (i > 1) such that 
c = ul‘ubl’ + 2 qub,‘. 
2 
Proof. Write b, = j?bl’, where j? EF, b,’ E E and denote the constant 
term of bi by /Ii , then 
LEMMA 2. If 
cx + dy = 5 apbi & 4 0 
1 
(2) 
then there exist bi* E R such that b,* E I and 
cx + dy = cu(1 + b,*) + i a,ubi*. 
2 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we may, in (2), take b, E E, bi ~1 (i > 1) without 
affecting a, for i > 1. Write b, = 1 + b,‘x + bb, bi = bt’x + b,“y (i > 1) 
and equate left-hand factors of x in (2): 
c = a, + u,ub,’ + i a,&‘. 
2 
Now (1 + “b,‘)-l = 1 + ug for some g E R, by formal expansion, hence 
~(1 +ug) =u,+ia,ud, 
2 
for some di E R. If  we solve for a, and insert in (2) we get 
cx + dy = c( 1 + ug) ub, - i u*ud,ub, + i uiubi 
2 a 
= cu( 1 + gu) b, + i u,u(bi - dpb,), 
2 
which is of the required form. 
This lemma will only be used in the special cases c = 0 or d = 0 (the 
case d = 0 occurs essentially in [3]). 
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LEMMA 3. If the product dy has the fm 
dy =ia&, (4) 
1 
where n is as small as possible (for the given dy), then bi E I (1 < i < n). 
Proof. Let b, .$ I say, then by Lemma 2, there exist bi* E R such that 
dy = i a,ubt*, 
2 
which contradicts the choice of n. 
LEMMA 4. The ideal generated by u = x - yx2y contains no monomial. 
Clearly the basic lemma follows from this (taking x as the monomial). 
I f  Lemma 4 is false, there is a monomial c and elements ai , bi E R such that 
c = i a,ubi . 
1 
(5) 
Among all monomials having a representation of the form (5) we choose a 
monomial c for which n has its least value, and with this value for n we 
choose c to be of least degree 6. Clearly 6 > 1; moreover, if c = cry, then 
by Lemma 3, bi E I and by equating left-hand factors of y  we get an equation 
of the form (5) for cr , a g ainst the definition of 6. Thus we have 
clx = f aiubi . 
1 
(6) 
Let us assume that for some Y < n we have found monomials p, ,..., p, 
of positive degree and elements dl ,..., d, E R such that 
clP1 **. PG = i clpl *** pi-,ud, + i ajud, , 
1 r+1 
4 41 for some i = l,..., n, (8) 
and show that (7) and (8) hold with Y replaced by Y + 1 (and a new choice 
of dl ,..., d,). 
(a) If  dj E I for all j > I, then di $ I for some i < r; write 
di = hi + d;x + di”r 
and equate left-hand factors of x: 
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Taking the first sum on the right over to the left, we obtain an expression 
of the form 
clpl **a p&l +f) A, = i c& .a. pi+di’ + i qdj’, 
1 1+1 
where f E I and s is the least i such that hi # 0; if we now transfer the sth 
term of the first sum on the right to the left and multiply by the inverse 
of A,(1 + f) - uds’ (which clearly exists), we get a representation (5) for 
cipi *.. p,-, with fewer than n terms, which is a contradiction. 
(b) If dj $ I for some j > r, say for Y + 1, we can apply Lemma 2 to (7): 
for some elements di E R, and d,,, EI; hence 
By Lemma 3 the d’s lie in I; equating left-hand factors of y we get 
clf~l **a P,Yx’ = f, clpl **‘pglud~ + ~$1 *a* p,ud,,, + i a&j (9) 
1 7+2 
(with a new choice of d’s). If in (9) all the d’s lie in I, we can again equate 
left-hand factors of x: 
(with yet another choice of d’s). If in (10) the d’s still all lie in I, we repeat 
the process and get 
clpl -.p,y = i clpl ---pi-+4 + clpl .**p,ud,,, + i vd* (11) 
1 T+Z 
(with a new choice of d’s). Here we can cancel y by Lemma 3 and get 
with another choice of d’s. If we now bring the term clpl .a* p,ud,+, to the 
left and multiply by (1 - ud,.+&l, we obtain a shorter representation than 
(5) for GA *a* P, , a contradiction. Therefore (11) is impossible, and either 
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in (9) or in (10) di .$ I for some i. This completes the proof of the induction 
step. 
Now for Y = 0, (7) is just (6) and here bi 4 I for some i, for otherwise 
we could cancel x and obtain an expression (5) for cr , which contradicts 
the choice of 6. Thus (7) and (8) hold for Y = n; but then the argument 
under (a) leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. 
For completeness we briefly repeat the rest of the construction from [3]. 
In the first place we have 
LEMMA (Andnmakievic [Z]). If a is any minimal ideal of a ring R satisfying 
as = a, then a is simple (as a ring). 
For the right-annihilator of a is an ideal of R not containing a and hence 
meets a in 0. Thus ax # 0 for any x E a, x # 0; similarly, xa # 0 and hence 
axa # 0. Now axa is an ideal in R and is contained in a, hence axa = a. 
This means that a is simple. 
If A is a radical ring, any homomorphic image of A and any ideal of A 
are again radical [2]. Take A = I, the ideal of power series with zero constant 
term in the ring R defined in Section 2; this is certainly radical. By the basic 
lemma it contains an ideal containing x - yx2y but not x. Let m be maximal 
with these properties, write 5’ = I/m and put 5, r] for the images of x and y. 
Then S is radical and by the choice of m, the ideal T of S generated by 5 
is minimal (nonzero). Since 5 = 75 * 57, T2 = T and so by the above 
lemma, T is simple. As an ideal in S it is radical, so T is a simple radical ring. 
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